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Introduction
Service quality improvement as a strategy to attain a competitive advantage in an industry improved the reputation and profitability of a health organization. The healthcare service quality of the hospital has always been a matter of close concern to the national government and the general public. In the wave of healthcare reform, the competition in hospitals is increasingly fierce. Doctor-patient relationship and patient satisfaction are important indicators that reflect the service quality of a healthcare institution. Most hospitals have found it necessary to measure, monitor, and improve the quality of healthcare services in order to survive and achieve patient satisfaction. In China, the healthcare service evaluation industry develops rapidly, the doctor is the principal part of the healthcare service, and the service quality of the doctors is directly related to the healthcare service quality. And many healthcare institutions in China have implemented the evaluation system of service quality of the doctors. For example, in some telemedical consultation platforms, patients will be invited to evaluate the service after the diagnosis is over. The doctors who obtained better comprehensive evaluation will 2 Complexity be paid more and will be recommended preferentially for the same patients in the future; the number of diagnosis is directly related to the reward. A reasonable and complete healthcare service quality evaluation system for doctors can improve the work motivation and healthcare service quality of doctors. At the same time, it can further improve the core competitiveness of healthcare treatment and support the sustainable development of hospitals to help deepen the health reform. To sum up, the evaluation of service quality of the doctors is a research question with important theoretical and practical significance.
It should be noted that in the real service quality evaluation problem, the patient often plays the role of evaluator as the direct beneficiary of healthcare services. Therefore, the research on the quality evaluation of healthcare service belongs to the category of group decision-making. Furthermore, due to the large number of patients participating in evaluating the healthcare service quality, the healthcare service quality evaluation problem belongs to large group decision-making. In addition, the aggregation and processing of the large number of multisource evaluation information belong to the category of the large group decision-making. The large group decisionmaking of healthcare service quality evaluation problem has become the focus of the current domestic and foreign scholars and a forefront project that needs key funding (Rutherdord 2011; Adriano et al. 2009 ). There have been some research results of the current healthcare evaluation. Dimovska et al. (2016) did a questionnaire survey on clinic patients in a week extracting the patients' degree of satisfaction or evaluation of the hospital or doctor's with empirical method. Gao (2007) determined the performance evaluation index of doctors through questionnaire and evaluated briefly the completion of the task with weighted TOPSIS. The large group decision-making problem has obtained many research results. Jiang et al. [1] put forward a measure decision method of the distance between two discrete random variables using TOPSIS method to solve the discrete stochastic multiattribute decision-making problem. Fan et al. [2] propose a novel method to solve stochastic multiattribute decision-making problems. The consequences of attribute selection are expressed with the cumulative distribution function of random variable. Zhang [3] put forward a decision-making method based on random dominant criterion for multiple index scale large group decision-making problems. A decision analysis method based on prospect theory is proposed to consider the group reference point multiattribute decisionmaking problems. Li et al. [4] [5] [6] put forward an improved TOPSIS based on prospect theory and method of decisionmaking for multicriteria decision-making problems whose criteria values are interval grey numbers and intuitionistic fuzzy numbers and the criteria weights are partially known with natural state probability for grey numbers. Gong (2010) researched the optimal sorting method of intuitionistic fuzzy group judgment matrix with incomplete information. He (2015a, 2015b) researched the theoretical and practical problems of the consensus strategy based on the minimum cost and maximum return with interval preference opinions. Stochastic multiattribute decision theory is applied to uncertainty mathematical theories [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [17] [18] [19] [20] , LogicMathematical theory [11] , rough set theory [14] , game theory [17] , consensus decision [18] [19] [20] , matrix games [4] , fuzzy information [5, 6] , and so on.
There are two main approaches to the existing decisionmaking method. One is to directly assemble the evaluation matrix of each individual, but due to participation of numerous individuals, this method is of low efficiency, and the calculation is too large to operate. The other is to adopt clustering methods to reduce the complexity of decisionmaking, but clustering methods tend to make some important expert opinions be ignored; in fact, the opinions of these important experts often deserve our attention. At the same time, the evaluation method of the existing service quality is not suitable for the evaluation of healthcare service quality. For example, it ignores the characteristics of large group decision-making.
The aim of this paper is to propose a method of stochastic MULTIMOORA to resolve the healthcare evaluation in large groups. On the basis of this method, considering the existing problems about large group decision-making of multisource healthcare service quality evaluation and the extraction of the evaluation index among the large group of patients and the superiority of the stochastic MULTIMOORA in decision-making of evaluation problems, it is innovative to use stochastic MULTIMOORA in the field of large group decision-making of multisource healthcare service quality evaluation problem. This paper first considers the multisource of the evaluation index to the large group decisionmaking problem and then introduces stochastic MULTI-MOORA into the healthcare service quality evaluation problems.
In the proposed method, we established the stochastic MULTIMOORA-based large group decision-making method and constructed the different decision-making perspectives of the multisource evaluators. With the reality of China, differentiation index evaluation method of healthcare service quality is established firstly. In the decision-making process, an information aggregation method for multisource evaluator and the normalized decision matrix is proposed. Based on the classic distance measure, a comprehensive evaluation method based on multisource evaluation information is proposed. Last, the feasibility of the proposed method is proved through numerical example analysis. Through this study, we hope that the large group decision-making method will be enriched and expanded. And more theoretical and practical problems will be solved by proposing large group decision-making. There are three main advantages in the proposed method. First, a large group of multisource methods for evaluating doctors are presented. Second, a twodimensional index system based on the questionnaire survey is established. Third, the balance of the two dimensions is considered to choose the best doctor.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we reviewed some preliminary knowledge about method MULTIMOORA. In Section 3, we briefly described the problems of the multisource healthcare service quality evaluation and then set the parameters. In Section 4, we aggregated Complexity 3 multisource evaluation information and obtained the comprehensive healthcare service quality evaluation results by using the method of stochastic MULTIMOORA. In Section 5, an example illustrating the feasibility and effectiveness of the proposed method is presented. At last, we conclude our research and set out further research directions in Section 6.
Preliminary Knowledge
In this section, we introduce a classical MULTIMOORA method, which will provide a good basis for the proposed method.
Before introducing the MULTIMOORA method, we consider a standard MADM problem. Let = { 1 , 2 , . . . , } be the set of alternatives, where denotes the th alternative. Then, the MULTIMOORA method can be introduced in the following procedure.
Step 1 (the ratio system). Let * be the normalized value of , where
Let * be the normalized ratings of . The normalized ratings for benefit attributes (in case of maximization) are added and the cost attributes (in case of minimization) are subtracted for the evaluation values of the ratio system:
Then, let V be the weighted form of the ratio system. By considering weights of attributes, the weighted form of the ratio system could be obtained as follows:
Furthermore, let * be the optimal alternative of the weighted form of the ratio system, where
Step 2 (the reference point approach). Let be the reference point of attribute , where
Let be the distance between the evaluation * of alternative and the reference point , where
Let * be the maximum distance among the . Then, the maximum deviation for each alternative, namely, the evaluation value of reference point approach, could be specified as * = max − * .
Let V be the weighted form of evaluation value of the reference point approach, where
Let * be the minimum value of V . The optimal alternative of the reference point approach and its weighted form can be calculated as follows:
Step 3 (the full multiplicative form). Let be the utility of attribute ; it can be determined as follows:
The numerator of (10) denotes the product of responses of th alternative to beneficial attributes while the denominator of (10) shows the product of responses of th alternative to nonbeneficial attributes. Let * be the equivalent form of ; it can be computed utilizing the arrays of normalized decision matrix as follows:
The evaluation values * are not the same as ; however, ranking of (10) and (11) is identical. Let V be the weighed form of * . The formula for full multiplicative form considering weights of attributes can be calculated as
Compared with the ratio system, let * be the maximum value of * . The optimal alternative has the maximum evaluation value: 
Step 4 (final ranking of the MULTIMOORA method based on the dominance theory). The dominance theory helps in translating several ordinal scales, namely, rankings, into other ordinal scales based on propositions like dominance, being dominated, transitivity, and equability. Circular reasoning may occur in the process of employing the dominance theory. Based on the theory of dominance, the MULTIMOORA rank can be integrated into the subordinate ranks from Steps 1, 2, and 3.
Large Group Decision-Making
Problem of Multisource Healthcare Service Quality Evaluation
Description of Multisource Healthcare Service Quality Evaluation Problem.
In practical decision-making problem for healthcare service quality evaluation, to judge the healthcare service quality in public, the hospital usually contacts the patient or family and familiar people through different channels and ways to evaluate healthcare service quality of doctors. For example, for the patients undergoing healthcare treatment, the hospital often receives evaluation information by directly asking the patient; for the patients who have been discharged from hospital, the hospital receives the evaluation information by call-back; for the patients who have made an appointment online, the hospital receives the evaluation information online; and for the families waiting for the patient's treatment according to Fan et al. [21] , the hospital receives the evaluation information through questionnaires. Before the formal evaluation, the hospital first needs to collect the effective evaluation information of all patients; the hospital immediately launches the preset evaluation rules and evaluates the healthcare service quality of the doctors.
A Framework for the Healthcare Service Quality Evaluation.
In this section, a healthcare service quality hierarchy is firstly finalized. Then, a framework for healthcare service quality evaluation is presented.
To determine a healthcare service quality hierarchy effectively, we designed a questionnaire in order to analyze the evaluation indexes of doctors. The details of a questionnaire can be seen in the appendix. We choose the four kinds of multisource objects in order to more fairly judge the healthcare service quality in public, such as the patients undergoing healthcare treatment, the patients who have been discharged from hospital, the patients who have made an appointment online, and the families waiting for the patient's treatment. We sent out 316 questionnaires and withdrew 291 questionnaires, including 277 valid questionnaires. Here, if an evaluator gives the same value for all indexes of any doctors, or the values for any index of all doctors, then we think the evaluation is random. If any value is very high for one doctor and very low for all the other doctors, then we think that the patient deliberately improves the values of this doctor; in the same way, if any value is very low for one doctor and very high for all the other doctors, then we think that the patient deliberately decreases the values of this doctor. In these cases, we regard these unfair questionnaires as invalid.
Based on the result of questionnaires, combined with the existing literature on medical service quality evaluation or doctor performance evaluation, two dimensions of ability and reputation are identified to evaluate the healthcare service quality. Here, "ability" in this paper denotes the comprehensive ability of healthcare services, which is composed of four attributes: responsibility, healthcare ability, efficiency, and error rate. "Reputation" in this paper denotes the professional ethics of the doctors composed of four attributes: service attitude, responsibility, integrity, and communication skill.
The descriptions of two dimensions and their components can be seen in Table 1 .
Then, we propose a multisource healthcare service quality evaluation framework, as shown in Figure 1 . The framework includes four components: dimensions, attributes, evaluators, and matrix model. The brief illustrations of these four components are given below.
(i) Dimensions. There are two dimensions to be considered in evaluating the doctors, i.e., ability and reputation, and each dimension is composed of several attributes. According to the doctors' performances on the attributes in each dimension, their performances on the two dimensions can be measured. Moreover, according to the evaluation results on the two dimensions, the better doctor can be identified by a matrix model.
(ii) Attributes. This part shows two types of attributes. One type is the subordinate attributes concerning the dimension of ability( 1 ), including research level( 4 ). The detailed descriptions of these attributes are presented in Table 1 .
(iii) Doctors. This part shows an evaluator set { 1 , 2 , . . . , }; the doctors in the set constitute the doctors in the hospital.
(iv) Matrix Model. This part shows a matrix model for identifying the healthcare service quality. The model is expressed as a two-dimensional space. The horizontal and vertical axes denote the dimensions of ability and reputation, respectively. Any point in the two-dimensional space represents a healthcare service quality level concerning the evaluation results of two dimensions. For analytical tractability, four regions, I, II, III, and IV, are partitioned to show the different healthcare service quality level. Points in region I represent the higher trust level; namely, the performances on ability and reputation are both higher. Research level is the ability of doctors to combine healthcare skills with actual summaries and sublimation. Usually it is associated with research projects and papers.
( 1 ) Healthcare ability(
Healthcare ability is an important index of the professional level for the doctors.
Efficiency is an important index to evaluate work ability. Here, it refers to the ratio of the ease of a disease and time needed to treat it.
Error rate(
Error rate is the probability that the doctors fail to treat. Usually, the better the doctors, the smaller the error rate.
Reputation Serve attitude(
Serve attitude is the patience of doctors with patients. It is related to healthcare ethics.
Responsibility is the embodiment of professional ethics of doctors, and it is the basic quality that doctor should have.
Integrity(
Integrity is the doctor's quality of being honest and morally upright. It is an important embodiment of healthcare ethics.
Communication skill(
Communication skill is the ability to perceive a patient's disease and to communicate properly. Usually, doctors with good communication skills are more productive. The problem concerning us in this paper is, in the large group decision-making of healthcare service quality evaluation problems, how to select the best doctor among the set X, based on the evaluators from multiple sources.
The Main Assumption and General

The Proposed Method for Healthcare Service Quality Evaluation Problem
In this section, we propose a novel multisource large group evaluation based on stochastic MULTIMOORA method in healthcare service quality evaluation compared with Hafezalkotob et al. [22] . Firstly, we normalize the decision matrix into a standardized matrix. Then, we calculate the net advantage probability of each doctor over others, the distance between the evaluations and the ideal solutions, and the utility of each doctor. Furthermore, we determine the equilibrium results between two dimensions. Last, the final ranking result could be determined.
Step 1 (normalize the decision matrix). Let be the probability for the th doctor be evaluated as under the th attribute of the th dimension 
where
Let ( ) be the probability distribution of group decision opinion; then 
and, obviously,
Step 2 (calculate the probability of each doctor over others). Let ( > ) be the probability that alternative is better than alternative . Let ( = ) be the probability that alternative is not different from alternative . Let ( < ) be the probability that alternative is worse than alternative . Then, ( > ), ( = ) and ( < ) are determined by the following.
For disposal convenience, let̃( ≥ ) be the probability that alternative is no worse than alternative and̃( ≤ ) be the probability that alternative is no worse than alternative . Then,̃( ≥ ) and̃( ≤ ) are determined by the following.
Let ( ) be the net probability that alternative is better than all other alternatives, ( ) 1 be the net probability that alternative is better than all other alternatives under the dimension ability, and ( ) 2 be the net probability that alternative is better than all other alternatives under the dimension reputation.
Therefore, the bigger value of ( ) indicates the better doctor .
Step 3 (calculate the distance between the evaluations and the ideal solutions). Let = ( 1 , . . . , ) denote the ideal solutions determined by the patients, respectively, where = ( 1 , . . . , ) can be determined by the following. 
where [ (
= ( ) × denotes similarity matrixes of the decision scale, where
Let be the distance between alternative and reference point, 1 be the distances of the decision alternative under the dimension ability, and 2 be the distances of the decision alternative under the dimension reputation. Then
There, the smaller the , the better the alternative .
Step 4 (calculate the utility of each doctor). Let ( ) be the utility of , ( ) 1 be the utility of the alternatives under the dimension ability, and ( ) 2 be the utility of the alternatives under the dimension reputation. ( ) can be determined by
where the calculations of̃( > ) and̃( < ) are defined in Step 2. There, the bigger the ( ), the better the alternative .
Step 5 (determine the equilibrium results between two dimensions).
3 ) denote the ranking of doctors based on the net probability, the distance between the evaluations and the ideal solutions, and the ranking of utility of each doctor including the th dimension.
Then, let ( ) be the Borda score of the ranking , where 
Next, let = ( 1 , . . . , ) be the collective ranking of doctors under the th dimension. Let ( ) be the Borda score of the ranking , where
Furthermore, the equilibrium of the two dimensions is considered. Without loss of generality, if ( 1 ) = ( 2 ) ( = 1, 2, . . . , ), we call the Borda value of doctor reaching the equilibrium.
Let ( ) = ( ( 1 ), ( 2 )) be the Borda value vector of doctor including two dimensions and ( ) be the distance between the vector ( ) = ( ( 1 ), ( 2 )) and the line = ; then we have the following.
Step 6 (determine the final ranking result). Let ( ) be the collective score of doctor , where
There, the bigger the ( ), the better the alternative .
Illustrative Example
In this section, an example of multisource healthcare service quality evaluation by the large group is used to illustrate the use of the proposed method. Hospital A is a general hospital. The hospital regularly evaluates the healthcare service quality of doctors in order to monitor the overall healthcare level of the hospital and improve the competitiveness of the hospital. The hospital chooses ten employees as the evaluation objects = { 1 , 2 , ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ , 10 } and invites a hundred evaluators from different sources, such as patients undergoing healthcare treatment, patients who have been discharged from hospital, patients who have made an appointment online, where the hospital receives the evaluation information online, and the families waiting for the patient's treatment; the set of the evaluators = { 1 , 2 , ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ , 100 }. The dimensions of ability to evaluate the doctors are ability( 1 ) and reputation( 2 ). The subordinate attributes concerning the dimension of ability are research level( Table 3 : The weight of the patients group to the dimensions of ability. option from the preestablished language set to express his/her personal evaluation concerning each doctor. The evaluations presented for the dimensions of ability are shown in Table 2 and the weight of the patients group to the dimensions of ability is shown in Table 3 . The evaluation information presented for the dimensions of reputation is shown in Table 4 .
The weight of the patients group to the dimensions of ability is shown in Table 5 .
We think it is important to evaluate scores, so we assume the weight as 1 = 0.1, 2 = 0.9. According to the stochastic MULTIMOORA method proposed in Section 4, ( ) are determined as in Table 6 by solving Step 2.
The distance between alternative and reference point is determined as in Table 7 by solving Step 3.
The utility ( ) of the alternatives is determined as in Table 8 by solving Step 4.
The ranking of the probability of net advantage (each doctor over others) 1 1 , the ranking of the distance between the evaluations and the ideal solutions Table 9 by solving Steps 5-6.
Then the Borda score of the ranking of the dimensions of ability and reputation and the Borda score of the ranking of the total dimension can be determined as in Table 10 by solving (29).
The collective score of doctors ( ) = (0.55, 0.68, 0.53, 0.55, 0.47, 0.59, 0.50, 0.68, 0.48, 0.51) and can be determined by solving Step 6. Furthermore, the final total ranking = (2, 8, 6, 4, 1, 3, 10, 7, 9, 5) is the ranking of the ten doctors. And we could get that the doctor has the best quality of service from the order. However, if we only consider the evaluation value without the balance of two dimensions, the final ranking is = (2, 8, 6, 9, 10, 3, 4, 1, 7, 5) .
We can analyze the differences between the result obtained by the proposed method and those obtained by the evaluation value simply. It can be seen that although the average values of two dimensions of the doctors 9 and 10 are higher than those of the doctors 3 and 4 , one of the dimensions is too low. We know that, as the saying goes, how much water a barrel can hold depends on the shortest board; in such case, the comprehensive evaluation of doctors 9 and 10 must be affected. However, it can be seen that the two dimensions are balanced based on the evaluation values in the proposed method, and the result is that doctors 3 and 4 rank higher than doctors 9 and 10 . The same goes for doctors 3 , 4 , 1 , and 9 . In the proposed method, evaluation Table 9 : The ranking of the probability of net advantage, the distance from the ideal solutions, and the utility of the dimensions of ability and reputation. value and the balance of two dimensions determined quality of medical service. More precise ranking result of alternatives could be obtained when the balance of two dimensions is considered.
In the above calculation, we combine the evaluation model based on stochastic MULTIMOORA method with multisource healthcare service quality evaluation by the large group, and we get the wide attention of the society in medicine reform. Through the study, we hope to improve the existing medicine management in our country and avoid the existing problems of unilateral dependence on a single source in medicine evaluation.
Conclusion
A novel large group method combined with stochastic MULTIMOORA method is proposed to solve the problem of multisource healthcare service quality evaluation by the large group decision-making problem in this paper. In the proposed method, an evaluation framework with the two dimensions of ability and reputation is presented. And the equilibrium of evaluation results of two dimensions is considered. Furthermore, the questionnaires for healthcare service quality evaluation by the multisource evaluators are designed to make our approach more adaptive. Specifically, the study mainly has the following conclusions:
(1) According to the evaluation of doctors, the dimension and attribute were extracted by questionnaire survey. At the same time, a differentiated approach of evaluation information aggregation for the multisource evaluators is adopted to overcome the shortcomings of the existing research methods to deal with the multisource large group by considering the different roles of the multisource large group in group decision-making.
(2) In this paper, traditional MULTIMOORA method is expanded to be a stochastic MULTIMOORA method. Compared with the previous methods which only give multiple evaluation indexes, the method to distinguish the evaluation indexes of two dimensions proposed in this paper can reflect each dimension and the overall evaluation. It can be seen that the determined ranking can reflect the equilibrium of the two dimensions of ability and reputation as much as possible. This effectively avoids the situation that the final evaluation result in the previous evaluation decision tends to one dimension and away from the other.
(3) Two dimensions of the integrated evaluation of the doctors are considered in a balanced way. The collected evaluation information is applied to the method we proposed. The validity and adaptability of the proposed method are proved by numerical analysis. The ability of a doctor to conduct scientific research is helpful for clinical treatment. The doctor can better serve patients by improving their scientific research. The doctor can identify common acute conditions. The doctor has clear clinical thinking and responds appropriately to the symptoms described. This treatment is efficient to the extent of the disease. There is unnecessary waiting or checking in the treatment process. The doctor checks and treats you according to your description.
Reputation
The doctor diagnosed the illness correctly. You feel the treatment is very effective after the treatment The doctor listened patiently to the description. The doctor answered your question. During your treatment, the doctor uses "please" or "excuse me" in your relationship? During your treatment, the doctor can always pay attention to your illness and mood. During your treatment, the doctor is responsible for your diagnosis and treatment. During your treatment, the doctor forces you to buy expensive and unnecessary drugs. During your treatment, the doctor advised you to have unnecessary tests. The doctor can effectively communicate your symptoms. The doctor can explain the illness and treatment plan clearly. The doctor can communicate effectively with your family.
